Electrodialytic in-line preconcentration for ionic solute analysis.
Preconcentration is an effective way to improve analytical sensitivity. Many types of methods are used for enrichment of ionic solute analytes. However, current methods are batchwise and include procedures such as trapping and elution. In this manuscript, we propose in-line electrodialytic enrichment of ionic solutes. The method can enrich ionic solutes within seconds by quantitative transfer of analytes from the sample solution to the acceptor solution under an electric field. Because of quantitative ion transfer, the enrichment factor (the ratio of the concentration in the sample and to that in the obtained acceptor solution) only depends on the flow rate ratio of the sample solution to the acceptor solution. The ratios of the concentrations and flow rates are equal for ratios up to 70, 20, and 70 for the tested ionic solutes of inorganic cations, inorganic anions, and heavy metal ions, respectively. The sensitivity of ionic solute determinations is also improved based on the enrichment factor. The method can also simultaneously achieve matrix isolation and enrichment. The method was successively applied to determine the concentrations of trace amounts of chloroacetic acids in tap water. The regulated concentration levels cannot be determined by conventional high-performance liquid chromatography with ultraviolet detection (HPLC-UV) without enrichment. However, enrichment with the present method is effective for determination of tap water quality by improving the limits of detection of HPLC-UV. The standard addition test with real tap water samples shows good recoveries (94.9-109.6%).